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MODULATORY EFFERENT MORPHOLOGY AND TARGET ALLOCATION
WITH CO-INNERVATING LEECH MOTOR NEURONS
James Melchior, M.S.
Western Michigan University, 2007
The leech, Hirudo, has two efferents that converge upon the heart tube (HT)
muscle; the segmentally iterated heart excitor motor neurons (HE), and the
modulatory heart accessory neurons (HA). Using intracellular dye injections and
antibody labeling, we were able to visualize and distinguish the morphologies of these
two efferents. We found that HA(5) provides dense coverage of the anterior segments
of heart tube muscle and extends along the HT into the posterior segments 6 and 7,
while HA(6) projects centrally for several segments before extending into the
periphery. HA(5) and HA(6) homologs show little or no overlap on HT segments,
consistent with mutual avoidance by HA processes. This contrasts the pattern of
iterated HEs which each extend on the HT about one segment anterior and posterior
and overlap extensively with their segmental homologs. Together the HA and HE
efferents generate an elaborate plexus. All HA varicosities appear to co-label with
peptide, yet the HE possesses varicosities that are either peptide negative or positive.
The junction of the LaV branch of the HT has a high concentration of FMRF positive
varicosities belonging to both HE and HA. In contrast, the junctions of the LdV and
LIV have sparse HA terminals while being heavily innervated with HE varicosities.
Furthermore, the HE varicosities at these locations are predominantly FMRF negative.
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INTRODUCTION
The establishment of neuronal physiology and morphology is a dynamic
process that is shaped largely during development but continues even when the cell
has reached maturity. Cell-cell interactions between neurons and cells in the
environment play a prominent role in shaping cell morphology and ultimately
circuitry. In development, cell-cell interactions are necessary in establishing the
primary morphological features during axon pathfinding and target selection that
define different types of neurons. Also, establishment of synapses requires
communication between pre- and post-synaptic partners for the functional alignment
of synaptic machinery; this process continues to be refined in the adult (Loeb, 2003;
Lu and Je, 2003). For example, local changes in morphology occur in synaptic
connections in the adult cortex on a continual basis (Katz and Shatz, 1996;
Trachtenberg et al., 2002), and in neuromuscular junctions (Wojtowicz et al., 1994;
Keshishian et al., 1996); this plasticity occurs in response to continually changing
functional demands of the system (Sigrist et al., 2003). Therefore, in a way it may be
that function determines structure as much as the other way around, in that cellular
morphology and physiology are interdependent processes. At least one way in which
functional demands are translated to the neuron is through cellular interactions
between the neuron and target cells in the environment.
Target signals may exist as membrane bound sources of identity upon which
the neuron must make contact (Goodman, 1996; Takeichi, 2007), emitted diffusible
signals that may be recognized across distances (Tessier-Lavigne and Goodman,
1

1996), and/or activity, which may be translated through chemical efficacy at the
synapse (Buffelli et al., 2003), or electrically through gap junctions (Muller-Borer et
al., 2007). These signals act independently or in concert in a manner dependent on
the developmental strategies utilized by the cell. For example, in pathfinding, axons
must recognize permissive substrates with which to adhere to as they continue to
elongate. The strength of adhesion to particular substrates is used as a mechanism in
which the torque produced by strong adhesions pulls cell elongation in that direction
(Letourneau, 1975). Many neurons also show selective fasciculation with other
neurons (Goodman et al., 1984; Thomas et al., 1984). That is, if an axon has already
pioneered a path through a terrain of various substrates, subsequent axons from
different neurons may use the established axon itself as a substrate with which to
adhere. It may utilize this strategy for some distance before defasciculating and
extending in an independent direction. Thus, signals for sites of defasciculation are
also critical (Jellies et al., 1994; Tang et al., 1994). Direction is often accomplished
with targets, some intermediate, that guide pathway selection by emitting diffusible
signals that attract or repel growing axon tips. Guidepost cells (Bentley and Caudy,
1983), floor plate cells (Colamarino and Tessier-Lavigne, 1995), and other target cells
(Jellies and Kristan Jr., 1988) generate an environment of attractive and repulsive
gradients that the growth cone detects like the array of smells at a barbeque. Thus,
various signals are simultaneously shaping the developing neuron in a manner to
determine the cell's eventual morphology and circuitry.
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Although target signals are necessary in shaping proper morphology, limited
understanding of the intracellular signaling processes leaves in doubt just how
influential these retrograde signals are in establishing cellular morphology. For
example, do they influence local arrangements (responses) at or near the cell
membrane, or do they have a more global effect on development, or both? In synapse
elimination, failure in the communication process at the synapse results in the loss of
the entire axonal branch (Kasthuri and Lichtman, 2003), though not the entire cell.
This suggests a retrograde influence beyond the level of synaptic contact.
Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that apoptotic biochemical cascades can be
activated locally in synaptic terminals and neurites which result in local functional
and morphological alterations, but can also propagate to the cell body resulting in
neuronal death (Mattson and Duan, 1999). How much then, do target signals shape
neuronal differentiation? In leech neurons, target signals lead to distinctly different
patterns of innervation and function; different phenotypes from differentiating
homologous cells (Jellies et al., 1987; French and Kristan Jr., 1992). This example
strongly suggests that the cellular environment may provide more influence than
current models of neurogenesis and development account for. That is, cells in the
environment may instruct the expression of particular subsets of traits in order to best
match lineage with potential productivity to generate a working system. This is
counter to models in which cell morphology is an invariant result of genetic
attributes. However, it allows room for some variation in phenotype in which each
neuron may adjust itself in an effort to optimize aspects of its arrangements; efforts
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that may change and benefit the system over time. Indeed, studies of different
functional characteristics being established through developmental mechanisms, by
neurons of the same lineage, across species has been postulated as a mechanism for
evolution (Katz, 2007).
Form and function go hand in hand. Therefore;neuronal development is an
ongoing process that is shaped simultaneously by the functional demands placed on it
by the system, and the cellular interactions that guide the neuron to adopt a
morphology that is most appropriate to best fit function. Therefore studying neuronal
differentiation in a system in which the physiological role, as well as the development
of the cell may each be considered independently would help generate a better
understanding of the processes that shape individual neuron morphology. This
requires, however, a system in which a single cell may be investigated anatomically
and physiologically in a variety of developmental stages.
Invertebrates generally offer diverse and accessible nervous systems that
characteristically display regionally dispersed ganglionic clusters of somata; as
opposed to vertebrates which display mainly one large central compartmentalization
of neuronal cell bodies. Many of these ganglion clusters contain a relatively few
(tens to hundreds) of cells with large somata that are easily visible on the surface of
the ganglion. This organization offers two experimental advantages. First, because
of the relative genetic stereotypy in cell location within each ganglia, the notion of
'identified neurons' arises in which individual neuronal somata may be identified
repeatedly from animal to animal. This allows for electrophysiological and
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anatomical studies of each cell and the cells to which they are connected, leading to
uniquely identifiable circuits. Secondly, motor behaviors associated with each
segmental ganglion are somewhat separated from the higher centers of sensory
integration generally associated with the head. Not surprisingly, it was through
studies in invertebrates that T.H. Bullock first began to describe the idea of patterned
discharge in the 1960's (Bullock, 1995). Many rhythmic behaviors such as running,
swimming, flying, eating, etc., may be generated entirely at a local level in a manner
that requires nothing more than a trigger to be activated. Indeed subsequent
identification of local behavioral circuits containing central pattern generating (CPG)
neurons has occurred in many mollusks (Getting et al., 1980; Huang and Satterlie,
1990; Syed et al., 1990; Jing and Gillette, 1999; Morgan et al., 2000; Murphy, 2001;
Bristol et al., 2004; Thompson and Watson Ill, 2005), and arthropods (Jellies and
Larimer, 1986; Robertson and Olberg, 1988; Murchison et al., 1993; Bassler and
Buschges, 1998; Ayali et al., 2002; Thuma et al., 2003; Fox et al., 2006; Marder and
Bucher, 2007). In the leech, alone, behavioral circuits have been described in feeding
(O'Gara et al., 1999), swimming (Taylor et al., 2000), crawling (Eisenhart et al.,
2000), shortening (Shaw and Kristan Jr., 1997), bending (Lockery et al., 1989), and
heartbeat (Thompson and Stent, 1976).
Although behavioral circuits have been identified in vertebrates (Kiehn and
Butt, 2003; Sekirnjak et al., 2003), they generally contain large subsets of neurons in
comparison to the relatively few connected neurons in invertebrate ganglia.
Furthermore, vertebrates tend to have neurons grouped tightly in the head region in
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which it is hard to decipher the boundaries of their organization and even harder (if
not impossible) to surgically locate identified neurons. Thus, the idea that
invertebrates offer 'simple systems' is in reference to the accessibility of individual
identifiable neurons for experimentation and the overall neuronal population. It could
be argued that many invertebrate neural circuits are highly developed, and the term
'simple' has a limited meaning. That behavior may be elicited through only a few
dynamic neurons instead of a multitude may be testament to a different level of
evolution in that vertebrate neurons may use more units in computations.
Nonetheless, understanding the functional repertoire of invertebrate neurons would
only benefit the analysis of the dense and highly organized vertebrate nervous system.
In the leech, the neurogenic hearts are innervated by two segmentally iterated
efferents (Thompson and Stent, 1976; Calabrese and Maranto, 1984). We are
investigating overlapping innervation of the heart in the leech by these two uniquely
identified neurons. Both are known to contribute to the system, however one is a
modulatory neuron, which modulates the action of the other (Calabrese and Maranto,
1984). This offers the opportunity to study the morphological arrangement of two
separate, uniquely identified neurons which converge on a common target. Of
particular interest, is how the two efferents partition the territory with respect to each
other. This carries implication for adult function and development as well. Whether
the neuronal processes overlap or exist in segregated locations would provide insights
that may refine our understanding of the functional roles of each type of neuron in the
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system, as well as speak to the complexity of target derived cues that guide the
development of any particular pattern of organization.
It is interesting to speculate on how multiple neurons would organize their
processes on the target in an effort to present converging signals on the muscle.
Many studies on modulation focus on central connections that modulate the single
outgoing activity signal. One key feature of neuro-muscular organization is
specifying discrete motor units in order to provide a fine control of muscle
contraction. Coordinated muscle movements require a level of control in which
selected motor units may be recruited, while immediate neighbors in the muscle
tissue may remain unexcited (Butler et al., 2005). Therefore it is uncommon that
multiple motor neurons would overlap on common muscle cells. Yet, in crustaceans
(Bevengut and Cournil, 1990), insects (Braunig et al., 2006) and leeches (Granzow et
al., 1985) it is common for there to be excitatory and inhibitory motor neurons
converging on muscles. In the leech heart, instead of recruiting motor units to
increase contractile force, it seems a modulatory neuron is used (Wenning et al.,
2004a), while relaxation is a passive process. Studies suggest the action of the
modulator is to increase the contractile properties of the target cells themselves
(Calabrese and Maranto, 1984). This implies that instead of each neuron innervating
a discrete set of muscle fibers, multiple neurons form synapses on single muscle
fibers. If it were a case of converging neuronal inputs on a muscle, then the question
arises as to whether the synapses themselves are overlapping or discrete, and how the
muscle cell receives converging inputs. It certainly seems that it would require a
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matching (synchronicity) in the activity patterns of each neuron in order to send a
unified signal to the muscle; and that this would require some type of neuron A to
neuron B communication, whether it is through central connections, axonal
interactions, or synaptic interactions.
Furthermore, we may consider, developmentally, how target interactions
specify the proper arrangement of neuronal processes of two functionally different
cells in a manner that is appropriate for each cell. For example, does the leech heart
require the presence of the modulatory neuron at every neuro-muscular synapse, or
only in particular areas? If the same area of muscle cell is being innervated by two
different efferents, it seems to suggest a second level of specificity in the target
signals. Depending on how the neurons are organized either, (a) very similar muscle
cells are not homologous or send different target signals, or (b) a single muscle fiber
is capable of emitting multiple types or combinations of signals in order to
communicate individually with two neurons that have separate identities. This
provides a second level of analysis in development. That is, we may consider how
two individual neurons' development overlaps, as well as how the target may
communicate specific arrangements to each neuron individually. Again, it is
important to consider how the functional role and developmental factors may be
influences on the organization of these neurons on the target; specifically how their
processes and synapses lay in respect to each other.
The purpose of these experiments was to gain a better understanding of the
innervation of the leech heart; and to do so by investigating the morphology of the
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modulatory HA neurons and their contribution to total heart innervation. Our results
suggest that HE and HA together provide a dense and complex pattern of innervation
of the heart. Although each cell type has distinct morphologies, there is considerable
overlap in pathway selection and target innervation, suggesting each cell utilizes
some common developmental strategies. However, within their innervation patterns
on the heart, there are distinctions that suggest some developmental aspects that are
specific to each cell type. Clear understandings of the morphological similarities, as
well as the differences, that have been specified for developmentally, are essential to
dissecting the precise role of motor function and modulation that each efferent
provides.
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LEECH HEART MODEL
The circulatory system of the leech is highlighted by four major longitudinal
blood sinuses; two large lateral vessels extend the length of the animal and are
connected anteriorly and posteriorly, and two smaller vessels are located dorsally and
ventrally along the midline. The ventral blood sinus houses the ventral nerve chord
which connects the anterior and posterior brains to constitute the CNS (fig. 1).
Peripheral vascular branches feed into an extensive, closed capillary system for
material exchange with the tissues. The dorsal and ventral sinuses and the majority of
peripheral vessels are not contractile. Blood is propelled through the system by the
contractile force generated by the large lateral vessels, thus they are termed the Heart
Tubes (HT).
The leech is a segmented annelid with specialized features located in the
anterior and posterior segments. However, the midbody of the animal is composed of
21 segments, each repeating a stereotypical organization of tissues, vessels, and
nervous proliferation.
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CNS

Figure I: Drawing of the leech body. The ventral nerve chord and the two lateral heart
tubes (HT) are represented. The heart tubes are connected at the anterior and posterior
ends. The nerve chord is located within the ventral sinus (dorsal sinus not shown). The
midbody of the leech is composed of 21 segments (the 6th midbody segment is
identified). Each segment has a centrally located neuronal ganglion and a stereotypical
organization of tissues and innervation.
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Each segment of heart tube has three smaller caliber branch vessels that
extend laterally and branch in the tissues (fig.2). The Lateroabdominal Vessel (LaV)
projects off the medial side of the heart tubes towards the midline, and the CNS. The
Laterodorsal (LdV) and Laterolateral (LIV) Vessels each project off the lateral side of
the heart tubes. The wall of the heart tubes are composed of unique spindle shaped
muscle cells (Maranto and Calabrese, 1984 ). Circular regions of the muscle fibers
extend around the diameter of the tube, while longitudinal regions of each muscle
connect to constitute the inner layer of the tube. Therefore, the heart tube proper, and
the base regions of the branch vessels have contractile ability; and the manner in
which the muscle fibers are arranged means that when the muscles contract, the tube
constricts and forces the movement of blood.
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Figure 2: Drawing of one segment of the left heart tube. A layer of muscle cells makes
up the wall of the heart tube, and generates contractile ability. Three branch vessels
extend from the heart tube in each segment; providing segmental circulation. When the
animal is opened and pinned flat the LaV projects off the medial side of the heart tubes
towards the CNS. This allows identification of left or right heart identity.
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The heart tubes display stereotyped patterns of constriction with each tube in
one of two modes. In one mode, the anterior segments (segments 1-9) of the heart
tube constrict in a peristaltic fashion, which generates a wave of constriction that runs
from rear to front, segment by segment (Thompson and Stent, 1976). The posterior
segments (10-21) constrict simultaneously. In the non-peristaltic mode the entire
heart tube constricts simultaneously. The two heart tubes are never in the same mode
at the same time, and switch between modes approximately every 50 cycles (beats)
(Thompson and Stent, 1976). The simultaneous (non-peristaltic) mode provides a
certain amount of resistance to the blood flow that is generated by the peristaltic
constriction.
Circulation in the leech is not entirely clear. Blood flow in the heart tubes is
in the anterior direction; however blood flows generally in the posterior direction
through all the non-contractile sinuses (Hildebrandt, 1988). The segmental capillary
system is interconnected with the dorsal and ventral sinuses in a manner in which,
segmentally, blood flows through a network pool without clear efferent/afferent
distinctions of vessels. However, blood flow within the heart tube is directed (fig. 3).
Blood from the tissues enters the heart tubes via the LdV and LIV, which have valves
at their base to prevent backflow (Hildebrandt, 1988). The LaV is the only segmental
outlet for blood flow to the tissue network. This vessel contains a muscular sphincter
at its base. Furthermore, a main sphincter exists on the heart tube proper in each
segment. Presumably these two sphincters are used in a manner to direct blood flow
(Hildebrandt, 1988).
14
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Figure 3: Diagram of a segment of heart tube. Blood flows anteriorly through heart (red
arrows). Blood from the segmental circulation enters via the LdV, and LIV; each of
which has a valve-like specialization at the junction to prevent backflow. The LaV offers
the only outlet for blood into segmental circulation. A muscular sphincter at the base of
the LaV, and another on the heart tube proper may selectively direct blood flow.
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The blood pressure profile ofeach constriction mode is also different. The
systolic blood pressure in the peristaltic mode is nearly twice as high (46mmHg) as in
the non-peristaltic mode (26mmHg) (Krahl and Zerbst-Boroftka, 1983). This
suggests that the heart tubes can adjust not only their pattern of contractions, but their
contractile force as well. Taken together, it seems that the peristaltic contractions are
used primarily to generate blood movement, while the simultaneous contractions in
conjunction with the various valves and sphincters provide patterned resistances to
direct blood flow appropriately (Wenning et al., 2004a). This type of fine control in
contraction pattern, contraction strength and coordination between the heart tubes are
the result ofthe neural circuit that drives heartbeat.
The central nervous system is composed ofa ventral chain ofganglia, one
ganglion per segment (fig.1), each containing about 200 different types ofneurons
(Macagno, 1980). Many ofthe neurons are bilaterally paired meaning each ganglion
contains about 400 somata. All the ganglia are similar (Nicholls and Baylor, 1968),
and many ofthe neurons have been uniquely identified (Macagno, 1980). Axons exit
each ganglion either peripherally through the two pairs oflateral nerve roots (anterior
and posterior), or centrally through connectives connecting subsequent ganglia.
Axons extend through the peripheral tissue within various nerve pathways (Jellies et
al., 1996). Two nerves associated with the heart tubes are the vascular nerve and the
Y-nerve (Wenning et al., 2004b). The vascular nerve extends anteriorly and
posteriorly through the tissue, at about the same level as the heart. Axons within the
vascular nerve exit at various points to contact the heart (fig.4).
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Figure 4: Diagram of innervation pathways between the CNS and the heart. Each
segment of heart (red) contains three branch vessels; each segment of CNS (black)
contains a segmental gang I ion with two pairs of nerve roots. Axons extend through the
peripheral tissues within nerve pathways (blue). Two such nerves associated with the
heart are the vascular nerve and the Y-nerve. Anterior and posterior vascular nerves
(AVN and PVN respectively) extend in close proximity to the longitudinal heart,
allowing axons to exit directly on the heart at any point along the way (dotted lines). The
Y-nerve offers a single direct path.
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The heart tube muscles are innervated by the Heart Excitatory motor neurons
(HEs) (Thompson and Stent, 1976). The HEs exist as a bilateral pair, with their cell
bodies located in the latero-anterior portion of each segmental ganglion in segments
3-18 (fig.5). Each HE extends a major axon out the ipsilateral anterior nerve root of
each ganglion to the heart. At the peripheral level of the heart the HEs branch,
sending axons through the vascular nerves that run parallel to the heart. Numerous
secondary branches extend from the vascular nerve and elaborate upon the heart
muscle cells throughout their segment as well as in the heart segments immediately
anterior and posterior to their own; thus the territories of segmentally homologous
HEs overlap, ensuring complete innervation.
The HEs create ionotropic responses in the muscle cells through the release of
Acetylcholine (ACh) at the synapse. The HE neurons have a tonic activity pattern in
which bursts of action potentials surnrnate, triggering a contraction response in the
muscle cells. However, the heart muscle cells have myogenic capabilities, so it seems
the role of HE is simply to push the ionic state of the muscle cells beyond threshold,
resulting in a contraction and resetting the myogenic activity within the heart cell
(Maranto and Calabrese, 1984).
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Anterior

Figure 5: Leech segmental ganglion map. Each segmental ganglion contains -200
different types of neurons; most of which are bilaterally paired. Axons from these cells
exit the ganglion through the nerve roots to the peripheral tissues; or the anterior and
posterior connectives to subsequent ganglia. HA cells are only found in the 5th and 6th
ganglion.

This type of organization shifts the role of the HEs from being fully
responsible for generating contractions to being more specifically a functional trigger
that dictates when to contract. Through this design, HEs may entrain the muscle cell's
contraction pattern to be coordinated temporally with its neighbors along the heart
tube. However, the HE's pattern of activity receives its own entrainment within the
CNS. That is, the tonic bursting of the HEs are quieted in a rhythmic manner through
the synaptic inhibitory input from the Heart Intemeurons (HNs) (Thompson and
Stent, 1976).
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The Heart Interneurons (HNs) are located entirely within the central nervous
system. HN cell bodies are located in the posterior portions of the first 7 segmental
ganglia (fig. 5), although they have axons that extend into an unknown number of
posterior ganglia (Thompson and Stent, 1976). The HNs make synaptic connections
with the HEs and, through the release of GABA at the synapse, generate inhibitory
post-synaptic potentials in the HEs. The tonic activity of HEs is what entrains the
contraction of the heart muscles; however, the activity of HEs is paused by the
rhythmic input from the HNs. So it's the HNs that dictate the activity pattern of the
HEs, and are ultimately coordinating the contraction patterns of the heart tubes.
Thus, the HNs constitute the central pattern generator that drives heart tube
contraction (Stent et al., 1979). The HNs make synaptic connections to other HNs, as
well as HEs, in a complicated connectivity pattern in which the timing of activity in
each segment is particularly well coordinated along the length of the animal (Stent et
al., 1979). It is also through the connections between HNs that the mode of
constriction pattern is alternated, and coordinated between the two heart tubes (Stent
et al., 1979).
The third member of the neural circuit that controls heartbeat in the leech is
the modulatory Heart Accessory neurons (HAs). The HAs are located as a bilateral
pair in only the 5th and 6th segmental ganglion (fig. 5). Midbody segments 5 and 6 are
somewhat unique from the other segments in that these segments contain the sex
organs. The ganglia in these segments also contain ~300 more neuronal cell bodies
than the other ganglia (Macagno, 1980). Many of these additional neurons have been
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associated with the sex organs, however the HAs arise before the developing sex
organs, and as of yet have not been shown to be associated with these specialized
features.
HA axons synapse with the heart tube muscles (Maranto and Calabrese,
1984), although they are not cholinergic (Calabrese and Maranto, 1986). They test
positive for antibodies against FMRFamide-like peptides (Kuhlman et al., 1985a).
FMRFamide is a small neuropeptide originally isolated in clams (Price and
Greenberg, 1977), although it has now been identified in both vertebrates and
invertebrates. FMRFamide is characterized predominantly as a cardioexcitatory
substance; however its localization in the central neurons of invertebrates, as well as
mammals, suggests multiple roles including possible neuroregulation (Li and
Calabrese, 1987). Approximately 50 neurons in each segmental ganglion of the leech
display localized FMRFamide-like immunoreactivity (Kuhlman et al., 1985a). Both
heart efferents, the HAs and HEs, show FMRFamide-like immunoreactivity in their
peripheral processes as well as centrally (Kuhlman et al., 1985b). Therefore the HEs
coexpress ACh and FMRFamide.
Experimentally applying FMRFamide to leech heart muscle cells, which also
mimics the action of isolated HA input to these same cells, shows induced or
increased myogenicity, as well as increased contractile strength (Calabrese and
Maranto, 1984). Furthermore, inactivating HAs by passing hyperpolarizing current
into the cell body, shows a decrease in the specific systolic pressures that are
associated with each of the two constriction modes (Wenning et al., 2004a). This
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data suggests a role of HAs in modulating the contractile properties of the heart in a
manner that may allow for finer control of blood pressure; however the details of this
model remain vague. In the work presented here, we investigate the morphology of
the HAs in the hopes that the anatomy of their innervation on the heart will provide
insights that further define their role within the system.·
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Animals
Leeches, Hirudo, were obtained from the laboratory breeding colony.
Breeding and maintenance at 22-25 °C were as previously described (Jellies et al.,
1987). Embryos were routinely removed from the cocoons between El0 and E20.
Animals were raised in 60mm Petri dishes with siblings in embryonic spring water
(stock salt solution diluted 1: 100 in spring water) for a period of 30 days to ensure
post-embryonic stability and health. Animals were then introduced to general
population tanks in which all animals are post-embryonic and <3 grams in mass.
Small (<1 gram) leeches were picked at random from this population for micro
surgeries. Although previously described as Hirudo medicinalis, the colony is
overwhelmingly now identified as individuals of Hirudo verbena (Siddall et al.,
2007).

Dissections
Embryos were anaesthetized in cold 8-9% ethanol saline. Animals were
stretched and pinned, dorsal side up, through rostral and caudal suckers in a clear
Sylgard-coated Petri dish. An incision was made in the dorsal midline in the
posterior third of the animal. Under a dissecting scope, fine scissors were used to cut
along the dorsal midline to the rostral sucker. Body wall edges were pinned back
laterally with small pins made from 0.002 inch tungsten wire. Fine forceps were used
to lift and peel apart the gut and associated tissues that lay over the ventral nerve
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chord. The sinus that surrounds the nerve chord was penetrated with scissors at
segmental ganglion 10, and a cut was made along the dorsal midline of the ventral
sinus from G10 through G 3 in order to release the blood and expose the central tract.
The animal was then unpinned, :flipped, and repinned with the ventral side up. Small
incisions were made through the ventral body tissue and remaining ventral sinus
stocking immediately overlying the ganglia of choice to expose the cell bodies of
neurons within the CNS. Additional pins were used to stabilize the tissue around
each ganglion to reduce the amount of embryo movement in the field of view during
recording. If the leech was too big for the dissection dish, semi-intact preparations
were used in which the entire posterior portion of the animal was removed with a
lateral cut through segment eleven.

Dye Filling
Ethanol saline was removed, and animals were rinsed and allowed to recover
in leech saline, at 4 °C for 15-20 minutes. Micropipettes were pulled from capillaries
(1.5 mm, O.D.) on a Flaming-Brown puller. Micropipettes were filled with a 5%
NeurobiotinTM Tracer (Vector Laboratories) in 1.0 M potassium chloride. The
resistance of electrodes measured in Ringer solution ranged from 50 - 200 Mn.
Throughout the course of electrophysiological identification and dye filling the saline
solution was recycled with fresh solution every 10-15 minutes. HE and HA cell
bodies were identified based on their distinct electrical activity patterns and location
within the ganglion. HA cell bodies are located in the anterior-lateral portions of
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each hemi-ganglion; anterior to cell T3, lateral to the AP cell (Muller KJ, 1981). Cells
were impaled with the recording microelectrode to assess their activity pattern
(spikes, and bursting) as well as the quality of the impalement for 1-2 minutes before
filling. Once the activity of identified cells had stabilized, cells were filled by passing
2-5 nA of depolarizing pulses of 500-700 ms duration, while simultaneously passing
a constant 0.5 nA hyperpolarizing current to minimize dye clogging and maintain cell
stability. Once every 5 minutes the depolarizing pulses were stopped briefly, in order
to check the viability of the cell and the impalement. Current was passed for a total
of 5-20 minutes (average 10 min.).
After electrophysiology and dye filling, animals were transferred to a 35mm
Sylgard- coated Petri dish and repined loosely, dorsal side up. Animals were held in
Leibovitz L-15 medium, supplemented with 6 mg glucose/ml, at 15 °C for 4-24 hours
to allow the dye to diffuse throughout the cell.

Immunohistochemistry
Whole tissue mounts were prepared for immunohistochemistry. Tissues were
fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer (pH 7.4) at 4 °C.
Preparations were then rinsed extensively with PBS before further processing. Under
the dissecting scope, fine forceps were used to remove all excess gut tissue, as well as
the nephridia in each segment, and the overlying muscle layers in order to better view
the heart tubes. Rabbit polyclonal antibody against FMRFamide (FMRF, Chemicon)
labeled the neuropeptide along neuronal tracts and in the varicosities. Antibody was
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used at a 1 :500 dilution in PBS, 10% normal goat serum, and 10% Triton X with 1 %
sodium azide overnight at 4 °C. Preparations were rinsed extensively in PBS. A
secondary goat-anti-rabbit lgG conjugated to Alexa 488 (Molecular Probes) and
NeutraAvidin® conjugated to Texas Red (Molecular Probes) to visualize
Neurobiotin® were used at a 1 :250 dilution in the same PBS vehicle and incubated
overnight at 4 °C. Tissues were rinsed extensively in PBS and dehydrated through
standard ethanols (50%-100%), cleared with methyl salicylate (Sigma), and mounted
between two glass coverslips using DePeX mounting medium (Electron Microscopy
Sciences, Fort Washington, PA).
Slides were viewed at 1 Ox, 20x, or 40x on a Nikon light microscope. Digital
images taken at 400 dpi (one with each appropriate filter setting) were imported into
Adobe Photoshop 5.0 for analysis and presentation. Brightness and contrast were
sometimes adjusted in order to highlight the fluorescence tracings.
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RESULTS
Heart Innervation Pattern (Immunohistochemistry)
Neural anatomy of the heart innervation in adult leeches has not been directly
addressed beyond an initial characterization of efferent contacts (Maranto and
Calabrese, 1984). By using an antibody directed against acetylated tubulin we are
able to label all axons and their processes. This allows visualization of axons in the
periphery and a perspective of the density of axons running along the heart. Both
heart efferents express FMRFamide-like peptide (Kuhlman et al., 1985a). Peptide is
manufactured and transported within the cell, and released at the nerve terminals;
therefore we expect peptide localization to represent the location of neuronal
processes. I used antibody directed against the peptide in combination with axon
labeling to distinguish axonal processes and terminals on the heart.
The FMRFamide label revealed that peptide was localized to the distal neuron
branches on the heart. The axons that innervate the heart showed faint FMRF
immunofluorescence which faded in a retrograde fashion, such that a path could not
always be traced from the heart to the cell body using peptide label alone (data not
shown). This suggests that peptide configuration may be occurring in the axons away
from the cell body.
On the heart, FMRF+ localization with Acetylated Tubulin (ACT) displayed
prominent tracts coursing along the surface of the heart (fig.6). Although every
primary FMRF+ tract on the heart had corresponding ACT+ fluorescence, there was a
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dense amount of FMRF+ processes that were ACT- (fig.7). The most distal processes
were rich in varicosities, indicative of presynaptic terminals (Muller KJ, 1981 ).
These fine processes were distributed abundantly across the heart tube proper, as well
as at the base of the Lateroabdominal Vessel (LaV) in each segment.
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Figure 6: Heart Tube lmmunohistochemistry. (A) Anti-ACT shows the location ofaxons
on the heart (red). (B) Anti-FMRFamide shows the localization ofFMRFamide peptide
on the heart (green). (C) Merge ofthe two images reveals that FMRFamide localization
matches location ofaxon tracts along heart (yellow). However, FMRF(+) neurites and
varicosities extend from the axon tracts and are ACT(-). Each segment ofheart shows 35 primary longitudinal axon tracts. Secondary axon branches extend across the heart and
onto heart branch vessels, while a tertiary level ofneurites and varicosities appear along
the heart tube proper as well as on the Lateroanterior Vessel (LaV). Scale bar: IOO�tM
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Figure 7: Co-label of Heart Lateroabdominal Vessel (LaV). (a) Anti-ACT shows
secondary axon tracts extending onto LaV (red). (b) Anti-FMRFarnide shows te11iary
level of FMRF(+) neurites and varicosities on LaV (green). (c) Merge of two images
shows overlap along secondary tracts (yellow), however peptide varicosities extend
beyond ACT(+) axons. Also, there are some ACT(+) positive tracts near distal tip of
LaV that appear FMRF(-). Scale bar: I00µM
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Close examination (40X magnification) of the ACT label revealed small gaps
between axons, as well as numerous points of convergence and divergence between
individual axons extending from one tract to another. In other words, all efferents
fasciculate in a plexus on the heart tube; in that any given tract could contain multiple
individual axons, in some cases 3 or more, that seemed to exist in close proximity
(fig.8). Generally, in any particular segment, 3-5 of these primary axonal tracts
extend longitudinally along the heart, occasionally converging with and diverging
from each other. Secondary, smaller caliber, tracts extended laterally across the heart,
forming bridges between the primary tracts and extending along the heart tube branch
vessels. Finally, the tertiary level of FMRF+, ACT- neurites and varicosities are
arranged generally in a diagonal fashion in the spaces between the larger tracts.
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Figure 8: Multiple axons within a tract. High magnification of converging axon tracts on
heart tube. (A) ACT label of multiple tracts converging and diverging on heart (red). (B)
FM RFamide label of peptide localization in the same area (green). (C) Merged image
showing that peptide is localized to distinct fascicles within large axonal tracts (yellow).
Any tract contains multiple individual axons, some peptide positive and some peptide
negative, which share a common pathway. Individual axons selectively choose which
primary tracts to extend along, or can extend ACT(-) neurites along heart outside of
primary tracts (green). Scale bar: 1 00µM
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HA Morphology
HA modulatory neurons contribute to the total heart innervation, but to an
undetermined extent. HA cells are located in only the 5th and 6th ganglion where they
are bi-laterally paired (Calabrese and Maranto, 1984), therefore only two HA cells
innervate each heart tube. By filling any single HA cell, we might see a
proportionately larger contribution of HA innervation than we would get from a
single fill of one of the segmentally iterated HEs. HA morphology, particularly in the
periphery, has remained relatively uninvestigated as compared to the HE motor
neurons. For example, its not known if HAs have other targets beyond the heart, or
how HA and HE partition territory.

Central Morphology
The central morphology of HA neurons in embryonic and juvenile leeches has
been described in stages of embryogenesis as well as post-embryonically (Calabrese
and Maranto, 1984; Gao and Macagno, 1987a). By all accounts, HA neurons may be
characterized by a large caliber axon that projects into the contralateral portion of the
CNS, with branches that exit each ganglion and innervate the lateral heart tubes
(Maranto and Calabrese, 1984). Indeed, it is this general feature that provides the
anatomical basis for considering the HA5s and the HA6s to be segmental
homologues. Additionally, HAS projects centrally into the anterior ganglia, while
HA6 projects into posterior ganglia (Calabrese and Maranto, 1984).
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It has been demonstrated that developing HA neurons, once across the
midline, have the capacity to project axons into every available neural pathway
exiting the contralateral hemi-ganglion (Gao and Macagno, 1987a). This includes
anterior and posterior central tracts, as well as anterior and posterior nerve roots
leading to the periphery. Furthermore, these initial projections are all of
approximately equal caliber, however later in development specific branches stop
growing and disappear while others remain and continue to grow (Gao and Macagno,
1987a). For example, initially the HA5s send an axon in the posterior connective
toward ganglion 6, and HA6s send an axon in the anterior connective toward ganglion
5; but in the adult these axons have disappeared (Gao and Macagno, 1987a). In our
studies, we used leeches that were early adults (>90 days) to address post
embryonically whether continued growth in the animal as a whole allowed for a
better distinction of the difference in caliber of peripheral projections. The idea being
that axons that have a functional relevance at the target would continue to demand
and receive materials that support their development into a robust mature projection,
while initial axon projections that failed to form functional junctions would not
mature, although they may persist in pathways beyond embryogenesis.
Our results revealed that HA5s send a primary axon that branches in the
contralateral neuropil and sends a robust axon of nearly equal caliber along two
tracts: out the anterior nerve root and through the anterior contralateral connective
(fig.9). Furthermore, the intersegmental extension projects an axon of nearly equal
caliber out the anterior nerve root of each subsequent ganglia (results to G3) to
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establish secondary innervation of the HT (fig. I 0). These results are consistent with
previous work (Calabrese and Maranto, 1984; Gao and Macagno, 1987a); however
previous studies report an axon in both the anterior and posterior nerve root.
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Figure 9: A pair of dye-filled HA neurons in Ganglion 5. HA5s extend a major axon
across the neuropil (overlapping in figure) which then branches and extends axons of
nearly equal caliber along two tracts. One branch extends peripherally, exiting the
ganglion through the contralateral anterior nerve root: while another axon extends
centrally through the contralateral connective to the anterior ganglia. Scale bar: 50�LM

Figure I 0: HA axons in Ganglion 4. Dye filled axons from HA5s passing through the 4th
ganglion. Within each successive ganglion reached, the central axon from HAS can
branch a peripheral axon that exits the ganglion. Each axon branch extends through the
anterior nerve root, and is of nearly equal caliber as the axon that continues centrally to
the next ganglion. Scale bar: S0µM
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In an effort to address the presence of an axon in the posterior nerve root, we
took eight animals in which the HA cells were adequately filled. A 'well-filled' cell
was one that met 2 criteria: (i) dye traveled through the intersegmental tract through 3
successive ganglia, and (ii) dye filled a peripheral axon from each ganglion to the
level of the heart. In 12 HAS cells spanning 36 ganglia; we found only one case of a
robust axon exiting the ganglion through the posterior nerve root (1/36), although
there were several examples of a very fine projection in which dye tapered off shortly
after exiting the nerve root (6/36) (fig.11).
HA6s project one major axon that crosses the midline and extends into the
posterior contralateral connective and passes through each subsequent posterior
ganglion (results to G10). Thin processes could be observed in the anterior nerve
roots of ganglia 6-10, however these were consistently of small caliber in comparison
with the central extension (fig.12), as well as with respect to their counterparts in
HA5s (There was one exception). A set of 11 HA6 cells met the first point of our
criteria spanning through 33 total ganglia from SG6-SG8. In only 19 of the 33
ganglia was there an axon that exited the anterior nerve root and which showed dye
filling to the heart (ii of criteria). In general even axons projecting out the ANR of
these ganglia were of smaller caliber than their counterparts in ganglia 5, 4, and 3.
Again we found no robust axons projecting out the posterior nerve root (PNR) of
ganglia 6-8 (0/33), with only trace projections in 3 of 33 PNRs.
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Figure 11: Nerve root projections. High magnification of HAS axonal tracts projecting
through the anterior (top) and posterior (bottom) ganglion nerve roots. These axons
belong to the contralateral HA cell (not pictured). The HA cell body that is pictured
projects contralaterally and is not pertinent here. During development HAs extend axons
along many pathways, including both nerve roots. In the adult, some of these projections
become robust with clear targets, while others remain as fine projections with no clear
target. In our experiments we always found a more robust axon in the anterior nerve root
(open arrow) as compared to the posterior nerve root (closed arrow). Projections in the
posterior nerve root are considered remnants of early developmental strategies. Scale
bar: SO�tM
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Figure 12: A pair of dye-filled HA6 neurons. Each HA6 sends a major axon across the
neuropil and into the contralateral tract in the posterior connective. These central axons
extend through subsequent posterior ganglia (results to Ganglion 10). Fine caliber axons
branch from the major axon and extend peripherally through the anterior nerve root in
each ganglion. However, these branches are considerably smaller in caliber compared to
the central extension (a noticeable difference from HAS morphology), and can seldom be
seen to elaborate on the heart. Scale bar: 50µM
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Taken together with the results from HAS cells, there are 55 examples of a
dye filled peripheral axon extending through the anterior nerve root to the heart
compared to 0 through the posterior nerve root in ganglia 3-8 in 8 animals.
Furthermore, there was a difference in caliber of peripheral branches versus the
central projection between HAS and HA6. In the anterior ganglia each peripheral
projection was approximately equal in caliber to the axon that continued through the
connective with one exception; in SG3 the peripheral axon was consistently larger in
caliber than the central axon that projected to SG2 (10 of 12) (fig.13). In contrast,
HA6s display a relatively large caliber axon intersegmentally, with very small caliber
axons projecting peripherally.
In summary, our examinations of HA central morphology suggest differences
in HA5s and HA6s. HA5s project a robust peripheral branch out the anterior nerve
root of ganglion 5 as well as ganglia 4 and 3. The robustness of these axons suggests
they have functional target contacts in these segments. HA6s project major axons
centrally through posterior ganglia (results to G10), however their peripheral
projections in the nerve roots of these ganglia were very fine caliber; leaving in
question whether these axons have functional target contacts in these segments.
Furthermore, there was no evidence of the reported axons in the posterior nerve root
in any ganglion (HAS or HA6).
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Figure 13: HAS axons in Ganglion 3. HAS extends axons centrally through anterior
ganglia; with peripheral branches that extend off of the central axons in each ganglion.
However, in Ganglion 3 the peripheral extensions are consistently larger in caliber than
the axons that continue centrally. In this figure, dye fills both axons exiting the ganglion
to the periphery, while central axons extending to Ganglion 2 are not visible.
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Peripheral Morphology
Because of limitations, mostly in diffusion distance, the portion of leech that
was typically available for examination in each preparation was that which spans
from segment 3 through 10. The peripheral axons from HA6s were generally of such
small caliber that it required a higher magnification just to view the dye fills out in the
periphery to the level of the heart. Therefore I must concentrate my analysis of HA
peripheral morphology on the HAS cells.
The peripheral axon from HAS exits the 5th ganglion through the anterior
nerve root. In the tissue between the CNS and the heart the axon branches, projecting
into the vascular nerve. Prior to reaching the vascular nerve, the primary peripheral
HAS axon has multiple secondary branches. An initial fine projection was sometimes
seen branching from the axon just beyond the root of the anterior nerve. This
projection is only seen on the lateral half of the animal that contains the penis. This
fine branch projection extends to and along the tip of the penis displaying
arborizations and varicosities. In one example this projection, instead of branching
from the axon in the anterior root, projected independently out the posterior root.
This was the only example we have seen of a projection in the posterior root in which
the dye fill was sustained to a target other than the HT; and in this case seemed to be
a variation from the pattern of branching off the axon in the anterior root.
In addition to the axons in the vascular nerve, the primary peripheral axon
from ganglion 5 has a secondary branch axon that extends to the heart through the Y
nerve, generally reaching the heart at the midpoint of segment 5. This axon branch
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itself bifurcates just before the heart, and extends anteriorly and posteriorly along the
heart in segment 5. Peripheral axons from ganglion 4 and 3 display a similar pattern
of branching and bifurcating before extending along the heart in their segments
(fig.14). Sometimes fine projections that branch from the main peripheral axons can
be observed in tracts that run parallel to the CNS in the periphery; however dye
diffusion in these fine caliber projections was limited.
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Figure 14: Representation of HAS morphology. A series of photos of a well filled HAS
and its innervation of the heart was used to create this drawing. Only portions of the
primary tracts on the heart are drawn; an abundance of neurites and varicosities covering
the heart are left out for clarity. HAS sends a major axon in the posterior vascular nerve
to innervate the heart in posterior segments. An axon extends through the Y-nerve and
along the heart in segment S and into segment 4. The peripheral branch exiting Ganglion
4 (G4) extends along the heart in the anterior portion of segment 4 and into segment 3.
Posteriorly, the dye fills axons in tracts through segment 7, where dye generally fades.
Therefore, one HA extends along the heart through a minimum of S segments (3-7).
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At the level of the heart, the primary axon that extends from the 5th ganglion
sends a large caliber axon into the posterior vascular nerve of segment 5, while
sending a relatively tiny axon into the anterior vascular nerve. The primary axon
reaches the heart tube near the posterior end of segment 5 and extends along the heart
through the 6th and ih segments; with the dye fading generally upon reaching the
anterior boundary of the 8 th segment. In posterior segments 6 and 7, dye filled
secondary axons as well as tertiary neurites and varicosities. Many times, when the
dye fill of HA5 was not as complete, the only visible peripheral axon in any segment
was this tract that extends onto posterior heart segments. This is consistently the
most robust peripheral axon from HA5. Although HA6s (when filled) send fine
caliber axons toward the heart tubes in segments 6 and 7, these projections appeared
to be remnant (results above). Therefore, the degree to which HA6 may contribute
some minimal, in any, innervation in these segments is difficult to determine, yet it is
clear the HA5 covers an expanse of target in posterior segments 6 and 7.
In summary, HA5s send axons that contact the heart in segments 3 through 7.
The peripheral branch in ganglia 3 and 4 innervate the heart in those segments, while
the peripheral axon from ganglion 5 is more robust. It innervates the heart in segment
5 by way of the Y-nerve, and innervates the heart in segments 6 and 7 by way of the
posterior vascular nerve. HA5 also shows some innervation of the penis.
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HA Heart Innervation
On the heart tube we found that HA innervation resembled the pattern of
innervation seen in our immunocytochemical preparations. That is, HA has 1-3
primary axons extending longitudinally along the heart, with secondary branches
extending laterally. Furthermore, an abundance of neurites and varicosities are
present on the heart tube proper (fig. 15), as well as at the LaV (fig.16). HA axons
can be seen in the vicinity of the LdV and LIV, however few HA dye filled
varicosities are at these sites. In a few experiments we were able to generate a double
label of dye filled HAs in conjunction with FMRFamide immunofluorescence. We
found, as expected (Kuhlman et al., 1985a), that every dye filled HA axon was
peptide positive. However, in four sample regions (in segments 3 and 4) in which
FMRF immunofluorescence was strong, we found dye filled axons, though
sometimes of small caliber in comparison, in nearly every FMRF tract (30/32). This
suggests that HA contributes prominently to the pattern of axonal tracts seen with
peptide antibody on the heart.
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Figure 15: HA varicosities on the heart tube. High magnification of one section of heart
shows dye-filled HA axons extending along the surface of the heart. Numerous dye
filled neurites with varicosities (blebs) branch off the primary axons to cover the heart
tube proper. Scale bar: 50µM
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Figure 16: HAS varicosities on LaV. Two images representing two different focal
planes were merged to better show total varicosity density from HA on the Lateroanterior
Vessel (LaV). These dye filled varicosities are provided by HAS although this LaV
branches off the heart in segment 6. Neurites and varicosities are also present on the
heart tube proper, further demonstrating that HAS provides innervation of the heart in
posterior segments. Scale bar: SOµM
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HA dye fills could not, however, account for total FMRF+
irnrnunofluorescence in any area. In a few cases we were able to obtain dye fills of
HA to the level of varicosities in conjunction with FMRFamide irnrnunofluorescence
of varicosities in the same region. This allowed us to directly compare dye filled
varicosities with antibody fluorescence in some sample areas. For example, in one
sample area at the base of the LaV, peptide fluorescence could be matched to 96% of
HA varicosities; whereas HA dye filled varicosities accounted for 70% of the total
FMRF+ varicosities. In a sample of varicosities pooled on the heart tube proper, HA
showed 92% FMRF+ colocalization, while HA dye fills matched 89% of the total
FMRF+ varicosities. Also, small caliber dye filled HA axons branched and extended
over tracts that were large caliber with FMRF immunofluorescence, suggesting the
presence of HE axons in the same tract. Therefore, we conclude that HA innervation
of the heart contributes significantly to the peptide irnrnunofluorescence in the
location of its axons and varicosities, however HA does not fully account for total
peptide presence in any area. Nonetheless, we were somewhat surprised at the degree
with which HA matches peptidergic localization considering that any area of HA
innervation represents only one dye filled cell. This led us to consider then, what was
the HE motor neuron contribution to innervation in any one segment, and how are HE
and HA partitioning innervation?
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HE Morphology
The HEs are segmentally iterated in segments 3 through 18 (Thompson and
Stent, 1976). They are bilaterally paired, each extending a major axon out the
ipsilateral anterior nerve root (fig.17). Results of my dye fills revealed that HEs
project an axon branch into the anterior and posterior vascular nerve of their segment;
as well as through the Y-nerve to the heart. Axons in the vascular nerves extend one
full segment anterior and posterior to their own, overlapping and fasciculating along
the way with the HE axons from those segments.
On the heart, overlapping HEs contribute significantly to the innervation and
format of the plexus (fig.18). In preparations where we were able to generate a
double-label with FMRFamide, we found that a majority of HE axons were co
localized with the FMRF+ tracts, however there were also occasions in which a
secondary HE branch was dye filled but peptide negative (fig.19). Furthermore, any
single HE fill had axons present in only a proportion of the total FMRF+ tracts.
However, HEs overlap across 3 segments, so unless we dye filled all 3 contributing
HEs, we would expect only a proportion of HE innervation to be accounted for.
Nonetheless, it appears from our results that a single HE projects into fewer tracts
than HA, however that HA and HE use common primary pathways on the heart.
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Figure 17: HE motor neurons. Two dye filled Heart Excitors (HE) showing cell
body location, major axons, and numerous dendrites. HEs are bilaterally paired in
the anterior portion of each ganglion in segments 3-18. Each HE extends one
major axon out the ipsilateral anterior nerve root and innervates the heart. Scale
bar: SOµM
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Figure 18: HE varicosities on the heart. Dye-filled HEs show that axons extend through
the same nerves as the HA. The anterior and posterior branches of the vascular nerve
resemble a large Y, and are out of the focal plane here (white open arrow). The smaller
Y-nerve extends directly to the heart (yellow open arrow). Ironically, in this case the
branching vascular nerve resembles a Y more than the Y-nerve. On the heart, HEs
overlap with their homologs in neighboring segments to provide considerable
innervation. HE axons extend along the common primary tracts, with fine neurites and
varicosities branching out to cover the heart tube proper. A bundle of axons and
varicosities appear at the base of the Laterodorsal Vessel (LdV) (white solid arrow).
Scale bar: 50�LM
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Figure 19: HE shows FMRF(-) processes. Co-label ofLaV in which an HE neuron is
dye filled (red), while anti-FMRF shows peptide localization (green). Notice that the dye
filled HE axon entering from the right (arTOw) shows no indication of FMRFamide
immunofluorescence. The LaV receives considerable innervation from HA, but also
receives some innervation by the HE. However, as many as three different HE homologs
may overlap in any segment making total HE contribution in any one area difficult to
determine. Scale bar: SO�tM
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HEs displayed abundant neurites and varicosities on the heart. HEs project
secondary axons onto the LaV where they also contribute varicosities to the
population of HA varicosities (fig. 19). However in inspection of a sample area in
which HE dye filled varicosities were counted in the presence of FMRFamide
immunofluorescence, we found that 68% of their varicosities were peptide positive,
while the remaining 31 % were peptide negative. Furthermore, inspection of
varicosities on the heart tube proper also revealed that a proportion of dye filled HE
varicosities are peptide negative. Finally, in a surprising observation, we found that
HEs consistently contributed a bundle of varicosities on the LdV and UV that are
peptide negative (fig.20). These varicosities appear in areas in which our
immunocytochemical experiments consistently show few, if any, FMRF+
varicosities. This dense, peptide negative innervation was entirely unexpected since
such sites would never have been revealed using the available antibodies. This
suggests that HEs may have the ability to selectively distribute FMRFamide into its
distal neurites. Further, that total heart innervation is even more complicated than our
immunocytochemical results suggest.
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Figure 20: HE varicosities on the LdV and LIV. (A) HE dye-fills reveal a bundle of
varicosities at the base of the LdV, and LIV (labeled). (B) Although
immunohistochemistry experiments reveal numerous FMRF(+) varicosities along the
heart tube proper as well as the LaV (labeled), only a few varicosities are at the base of
the LdV (arrow) or LIV (not pictured). This suggests that HE can distribute varicosities
that are peptide negative. Scale bar: 1 00�tM (both pictures)
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DISCUSSION
HA Morphology
Within my goal of investigating heart innervation morphology, I was able to
refine and expand the current model of HA morphology. Previously, the description
of HAs would be that HAS projects contralaterally out both nerve roots, and
anteriorly and out through subsequent ganglia to innervate the heart in segment 5 and
anterior segments. The HA6 projects contralaterally out both nerve roots and
posteriorly through subsequent ganglia to innervate the heart in segments 6 and
posterior segments (Calabrese and Maranto, 1984). We may now refine that model.
First, we found that the projection in the posterior nerve root of each ganglion
had no clear target; certainly not the heart. It is a common strategy in neural
development to project an exuberant number of axons initially, followed by a
subsequent period of pruning in which extra-numerary projections are retracted or
degraded, leaving only appropriate connections (Luo and O'Leary, 2005). In the
leech, there are several examples of motor neurons which initially extend growth
cones into nearly every permissive pathway; however these are competing axons, and
when one contacts a target it elaborates extensively at the expense of the remaining
axons which stop growing and become thin or retract (Wolszon and Macagno, 1991).
During embryogenesis the HA neurons, once across the neuropil, also project into
both contralateral roots as well as both contralateral connectives (Gao and Macagno,
1987a). However, in the adult, only the projection in the anterior nerve root is robust
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in caliber with a clear target; while the projection in the posterior nerve root is very
fine and short. This supports the idea that the posterior nerve root provides a
permissive substrate for HA axon extension, however not a favorable one. The
anterior and posterior nerve roots are not formed by precisely the same cells, and thus
are not identical. Each nerve root leads to multiple nerve tracts through the peripheral
tissues. Some of these nerve tracts are pioneered by peripheral axons growing
centrally, while others are pioneered by central axons growing peripherally.
Particular tracts then condense to form the nerves; and these nerves present different
substrates to later developing axons to extend upon (Jellies and Johansen, 1995;
Jellies et al., 1996). Some of these nerve substrates may be more preferable than
others. For example, a set of sensory neurons (S3 neurons) which extend toward the
CNS along the already pioneered tracts will, when presented with an option,
consistently choose the same tract through which to extend (Jellies et al., 1996)
suggesting a difference in substrate preference between tracts. It may be that the HA
can extend along the posterior nerve root, however elongation through this tract is
somehow inhibited as compared with the anterior nerve root; thus hindering its
attempt to reach the target before its sibling competitor. Furthermore, in the
periphery, the nerves associated with the heart, the vascular nerve and Y-nerve, both
emanate from the anterior nerve root, and not the posterior nerve root. So it may also
be that extension along the posterior nerve root leads to a 'dead-end' in which the
projection has no available path to contact the target.
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An added quality in the leech is its ability to partially regenerate and
reinnervate targets after injury (Von Bernhardi and Muller, 1995). This suggests the
neurons of the leech have certain resilience uncommon in many other organisms. For
example, an isolated section of axon with no connection to its somata or target can
exist for months, and up to a year, without degradation {Muller et al., 1987).
Therefore we believe that the axon in the posterior nerve root is the result of an initial
attempt by the cell to find its target; and in this instance, an attempt that failed.
Further, that this process, still connected to the somata, does not quickly retract or
degrade but merely remains as a remnant in its tract without receiving any further
cellular materials to support its growth into a robust axon in the adult animal. This is
not the only example of apparently remnant processes in the leech (Jellies et al.,
1992).
A second alteration to the model of HA morphology is the peripheral coverage
of heart territory between the HAs in ganglion 5 (HA5) and their homologs in
ganglion 6 (HA6). Our results show that HA5's peripheral axon extends its most
robust branch into the posterior vascular nerve and extends along the heart in
segments 6 and 7 (dye fades by segment 8). Furthermore the peripheral axons from
HA6 in these segments are very fine in caliber compared to its central posterior
projections, an observation that resembles the same kind of 'no target contact-thus no
concurrent increase in axon caliber' type of logic as explained above. Also there is
precedent for HA homolog avoidance. During embryogenesis, the HAS initially
extends an axon into the posterior connective to the 6th ganglion, and HA6 initially
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extends an axon into the anterior connective to the 5th ganglion; however in the adult
the axons in these connectives are very thin or have disappeared completely.
Furthermore, if one of the HA cells is ablated in the embryo, the initial aberrant
extension will remain and continue to grow into the space left unoccupied by its
segmental homolog (Gao and Macagno, 1987a). In fact, if three of the four HA cells
are ablated, the remaining HA has the capacity to expand into all the unoccupied
territories (Gao and Macagno, 1987a). This suggests that HA homologs have a self
avoidance mechanism which prevents them from co-occupying territories. The
phenomenon of neurons with similar lineage and function segregating innervation
territories is apparent in the establishment of cortical columns in mammals (Crowley
and Katz, 2000), in the tiling of innervation of abdominal segments in Drosophila
(Grueber et al., 2003), and is also utilized by sensory and motor neurons in the leech
to ensure proper innervation of territories (Gao and Macagno, 1987b; Gan and
Macagno, 1995). Therefore, if HAS displays a presence on the heart in segments 6
and/or 7, we would not expect to see a significant HA6 presence in the same area.
It has been proposed that total HA innervation of the heart occurs in segments
3 through 12 (Wenning et al., 2004a); which under the current model, suggests that
HAS innervates only 3 segments (5, 4, 3), while HA6 innervates 7 segments (6-12).
We propose that HAS' s peripheral arbor extends along segments 6 and 7 and
occupies these segments of heart before the HA6 peripheral arbors reach the heart.
Thus, the HA6 peripheral arbors grow to the heart (through the anterior nerve root),
but do not expand upon the heart in these segments due to the presence of HAS.
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Therefore, these HA6 projections also do not receive the subsequent support from the
cell, and also do not become robust axons in the adult like their counterparts in the
anterior ganglia. Furthermore, this type of organization would set up more equal
fields of innervation by the homologs. That is, HAS innervates segments 3-7 (5
segments) and HA6 innervates segments 8-12 (5 segments). It should be noted
however, that our results of HA6 morphology did not reveal any larger peripheral
processes in ganglia 8 or 9 than it did in ganglia 6 and 7. If we suggest that HA6
innervates segments 8 and 9 then we might expect larger peripheral arbors in these
segments. There are alternative explanations at present. First, HAs innervate the
heart beyond segment 12, such that HAS extends posteriorly beyond segment 7 and
the dye just failed to diffuse that far; and HA6 innervates segments in the posterior
portions of the animal past segment 10. Secondly, the HAs grow centrally first and
then extend peripherally. So that HAS grows up to ganglion 3 and then out and down
the heart in segments 6 and 7; and HA6 grows down to ganglion 12 first, and then out
and up the heart tubes to segment 8. In this case the strongest peripheral extensions
by HA6 would be in segments 12 and 11, which were beyond the preparation of leech
used in our experiments.
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Heart Innervation Morphology
On the heart, innervation by the efferents is dense. ACT antibody label shows
that 2-4 primary neuronal tracts extend longitudinally along the heart. Close
examination reveals that multiple axons contribute to these tracts; each converging
with and diverging from the primary tracts at various points. Diverging axons set up
a secondary level of tracts extending laterally across the heart and onto heart branch
vessels. Furthermore, antibody to FMRFamide, a peptide common to both cell types,
localizes to the primary and secondary tracts and also reveals a tertiary level of
neurites and varicosities abundant on the heart.
Dye filled HA axons extend prominently along nearly every peptide positive
tract on the heart. Numerous dye filled HE axons also extend along peptide positive
tracts. Furthermore, both HEs and HAs send axons to the heart by way of the anterior
nerve root, and through the vascular nerve and Y-nerve leading to the heart,
suggesting no opposition to each other. Therefore we suggest that HA and HE share
common tracts along the heart.
The HEs are located in each midbody segment from 3 through 18; therefore
15 HE cells contribute innervation to each heart tube. A single dye filled HE covers
the heart in its segment and extends into the segment immediately anterior and
posterior to its own, such that each HE innervates up to 3 segments. Therefore,
unlike the HAs, the HEs fasciculate with their segmental homologs. Indeed, it has
long been postulated that the HEs fasciculate to form a network on the heart from
early physiological studies (Maranto and Calabrese, 1984). My results also suggest
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that the HEs also fasciculate with the HA that is contributing to that particular area of
heart in a manner in which the multiple HEs and the HA form a nerve plexus along
the heart in any segment that accounts for the pattern ofinnervation revealed to us
through immunohistochemistry.
Our results suggest HE neurons display a heterogeneity ofaxons and
varicosities that may be either peptide positive or peptide negative. Dye filled HEs
contribute numerous varicosities along the heart tube proper, as well as at the base of
the LaV. This is consistent with our peptide immunofluorescence studies; however
closer inspection ofthe area at the base ofthe LaV suggests that some HE processes
are peptide negative and are co-integrated with the abundance ofFMRF + varicosities
contributed by both efferents. In previous studies we surgically removed segments 57 ofthe CNS during embryogenesis, which includes all HAs, we found that HE did
indeed contribute FMRF+ varicosities at the LaV (Berger et al., 2005). Dye filled HE
also elaborate varicosities at the base ofthe LdV and LIV. These two vessels show
little varicose innervation by the HA dye fills and few peptide positive varicosities by
anti-FMRF staining. These results suggest to us that the HE motor neurons have the
capacity to extend processes that may be either peptide positive or peptide negative,
and that many ofthese processes are co-integrated with HA processes to provide a
complex arrangement on the heart (Figure 21 ). We are currently investigating
whether transmitter (ACh) is uniformly distributed to all HE processes, or varies
depending on relative expression ofFMRFamide.
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Figure 21: Model of heart innervation. (A) Depicts the abundance of axons and peptide
positive varicosities along the heart. (B) HA modulatory neurons send axons along most
of the axonal tracts, and account for the majority of peptide varicosities on the heart and
on the LaV. (C) HE motor neurons also extend along many of the axonal tracts. HEs
contribute to the number of peptide positive varicosities on the heart and on the LaV;
however, HE also contributes many peptide negative varicosities. Bundles of these
peptide negative varicosities are found on the LdV and LIV; vessels that show little
peptide varicose innervation.
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What controls the expression of FMRFamide in the specific processes of HE:
is it an intrinsic mechanism that excludes peptide from certain process, or is it an
extrinsic signal that regulates expression? We have reason to believe the target
influences the distribution of FMRFamide in efferent processes. In an experiment in
which ganglia 8, 9, 11, and 12 were removed during embryogenesis, leaving only
ganglion 10; we found that the LaV in segment 10 of the heart, which is presumably
innervated by only I HE, showed an increase in total peptide positive varicosities
over the control, which is innervated by up to 3 HE and I HA (Jellies et al., 2006).
This suggests to us that the efferents may be competing for a target signal specifying
for peptide positive varicosities, and that the HE is capable of elaborating the full
complement of peptide positive varicosities if the HA or other HE are not present to
compete for the signal. In Drosophila, bone morphogenic protein (BMP) growth
factors released by target cells generate a retrograde signal that acts through specific
transcription factors to activate FMRFamide expression. Furthermore, if the
transcription factors are misexpressed in cells that have the FMRFamide gene, but do
not normally produce FMRFamide, BMP signals the ectopic expression of
FMRFamide (Allan et al., 2003). This report provides a clear mechanism in which
target signals act in a retrograde manner to activate peptide expression.
This logic would also suggest heterogeneity in the muscle cell signals that line
the heart tube wall. That is, the muscles at the base of the LdV and LIV are not
signaling for the expression of FMRFamide in the processes of the innervating
efferents. These two branch vessels differ from the rest of the heart tube in that they
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contain valve-like specializations that prevent backflow of blood to the segmental
circulation. Perhaps the action of these valves is compromised by the increase in
muscle contraction that accompanies FMRFamide expression. Further work must be
done to clarify this issue. Also, post-synaptically, it is interesting to speculate on
whether these muscles are intrinsically different from the other muscle cells on the
heart or just have specificity in the release of target signals. Peptide negative
processes by HE are not confined to these areas, only pronounced. Again, we have
found FMRF- processes on the heart tube proper, as well as on the LaV. We suggest
a hypothesis for the development of heart innervation by these efferents in which
separate signals exist for target selection and synaptogenesis. First, the HA neurons
(only 2 per heart tube), serve the primary purpose of providing FMRFamide peptide
to the muscles of the heart, and do so by elaborating extensively over the portions of
the heart in which a FMRFamide target signal is being emitted. Secondly, the HE
motor neurons elaborate on all areas of the heart regardless of the FMRFamide signal,
suggesting a separate signal. Separate target recognition signals provide a means by
which efferents may extend along common pathways while still maintaining
individual identities. This is supported by previous experiments in which HA axons
and HE axons leaving the ganglion through the anterior nerve root did not fasciculate,
although they extended in close proximity along the same pathways (Melchior et al.,
2005).
On the heart, the HE express ACh, but also have the capacity to co-express
FMRFamide as needed. The need is dictated by competition for the FMRFamide
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target signals, which should be largely met by the non-overlapping HA modulatory
neurons. This ensures that (a) all heart muscle cells that need FMRFamide, which
increases myogenicity and muscle contraction strength, will receive it, and (b) that the
heart muscle can selectively direct where FMRFamide is supplied in a manner with
functional consequences. Furthermore, this suggests the role of the HA modulatory
neurons is to take on some of the burden of FMRFamide demand by the heart, which
seems to be large, and allows the HE motor neurons to act more specifically as a
trigger in the timing network of the highly coordinated heart beat in the leech.
The work presented here adds to our understanding of the neural circuit that
drives heartbeat in the leech. By generating a clearer picture of anatomy of
innervation, we have now an example of two efferents that overlap in innervation of a
common target. This opens the door to possible mechanisms of development in
which neurons with differing phenotypes may interact with a common target in
specific ways that ensure that each innervating cell type forms synaptic connections at
appropriate areas of the target. That the cells share a common origin and pathways to
the target further supports the role of the target itself in generating proper
heterogeneity in their synaptic distribution. Furthermore, by separating the
modulatory neuron innervation from the plexus, we may continue to explore the
purpose, and process of modulation provided at the target. These studies will
increase our understanding of cell-cell communication and individual cellular
demands, as well as providing insights into the dynamics of functional design at the
systemic level.
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